Italy Sud Est Fleet
Quarterly activity report
1) Main Event (Annual Fleet Meting 2019 and Rotation of Commodores)
On June 15, during the Fleet AGM 2019 (chaired by PFC Giuseppe Garrisi), the alternation of Fleet
Commodores took place: Vincenzo Pirato, commodore since 2015, passed the task to Vincenzo Rinaldi,
formerly Rear Commodore of the Fleet. The ceremony took place in the evocative location of the "Bar Betty"
restaurant in Brindisi, near the registered office, on the city's waterfront, already in turmoil for the concurrent
Brindisi-Corfu regatta, offering an exceptional backdrop of seafaring and boat to the occasion.

Almost all the fleet mariners participated in the ceremony, in perfect social uniform, their families,
representatives, with gonfalon/banner, of numerous Rotary Clubs in the area, other IYFR fleets and the 2120
District Governor, Donato Donnoli , who, on this occasion, was appointed Honorary Member of the Fleet;
Governor Donnoli simultaneously announced the appointment of Commodore Rinaldi to the Fellowship
District Commission. The total number of participants is over 60 people.

During the ceremony, 10 new mariners were also taken into the fleet, which led the fleet to become the third,
by number, among the Italian fleets and were nominated the new components of the Bridge 2019 - 2021
(Francesco Mariano Mariano FVC,) Giuseppe Vergine FRC, Luciano Sambogna FS, Giuseppe Garrisi FT) and
appointed or renewed the duties of other officers (Francesco Serinelli SQCP Brindisi, Alessandro D'Onofrio
SQCP Gargano-Molise, Luciano Sambogna SQCP Gulf of Taranto, Antonino Fischetti SQCP Albania,
Mimmo Cavino HaM Brindisi, Giuseppe Vergine HaM Otranto, Niccolò Tirelli HaM Gallipoli, Antonio
Coluccia HaM Castro)
Particularly significant was the moment when Commodore Rinaldi, in his role as "IYFR Fleet Coordinator for
the Adriatic and Ionian Seas", conferred on Arben Dushi, President of the Rotary Club of Durazzo (Albania)
and Honorary Member of the Albanian Squadron, a certificate of appointment to the task of managing the
growth of the Squadron in order to become in a short time an autonomous Fleet, the future Fleet of Albania,
which will also transit to the achievement of the objective, as established at the Area 1 AGM 2018 in
Portsmouth, from the Italian region to that of the Balkans.

Commodore Rinaldi, this time acting as “Secretary of the Italian Region”, finally wanted to certify the
completion of the work of a Regional Commission, established on 22 October 2017, which proceeded with the
historical and genealogical reconstruction of the Fleet, unifying each other, for continuity of action , the
structures in the years spent in the territory; the works completed on February 26, 2019 redefined the
foundation of the South East Italy Fleet as dating back to April 16, 1998 with Commodore Founder Giuseppe
Carella of the Brindisi Valesio Rotary Club. The certification took place by delivering a certificate and a crest
to the current President of the RC Brindisi Valesio, Francesco Lisco, an active mariner of our fleet.

2) Other events
a)

Manfredonia (FG) 10.5.2019 - presentation of the PFW project

In Manfredonia (FG) on 10.5.2019, organized by the Captain of the Gargano-Molise Squadron of the IYFR, the
presentation of the Rotary-IYFR Project "Plastic Free Waters" took place; in the Interclub meeting of the RC’s of the
“Foggia area”, our Captain, Alessandro D'Onofrio, with a learned, precise and exhaustive intervention, followed by the
"historical-bureaucratic" intervention of the Secretary of the Italian Region and the South East Italian Fleet
Commodore, Vincenzo Rinaldi, enthused those present by obtaining, for the future, further new appointments for the
promotion of the project.

b) Regatta of the Parks (Vieste-Lastovo) 31.5 -2.6

c)

Brindisi 28.6.2019 - Interclub RC of the province - Presentation of the PFW

On June 28, in Brindisi, in the “Royal Room” of the Hotel Internazionale, an Interclub meeting was held with the RC’s
of the province of Brindisi, for the presentation of the IYFR/Rotary project "Plastic Free Waters". Numerous the
interventions of technical scientific personalities, associations and regional authorities intervened; The Regional
Secretary for Italy and Commodore of the South East Fleet Vincenzo Rinaldi, in the context, reported on the action
devised by our Fellowship and now married by many Rotary Districts and Clubs in the world.
The conference entitled: "NO TO PLASTIC. Reduce, Reuse, Recycle ". The partners: the ASL/BR, the Rotary Club of
Brindisi Valesio, the IYFR, the “Island that does not exist”, the FAI - Delegation of Brindisi and the Inner Wheel Clubs
of Brindisi and Porta d’Oriente. The Rotary Clubs of Ceglie Messapica, the Rotary Club of Fasano and the Rotary Club
of Ostuni-Valle d'Itria have also joined the project "NO TO PLASTICS". In line with the provisions of the recent ecosustainable programs of the European Parliament and of the European Union Council of State, the event is aimed at
promoting a more incisive and strategic communicative action in the Brindisi area, aimed at changing consumer
behavior in view to considerably reduce the use of plastic disposables with the aim of counteracting this highly
polluting material that is damaging the ecosystem, putting the health of living beings at risk.

d) Regatta of the Great Salento (Brindisi - Valona) 4-7.7.2019
The Immediate Past Commodore of the Fleet, Vincenzo Pirato, participated, on the boat “Mattone” at the IX edition of
the “Grande Salento Regatta”, also “Brindisi – Valona Regatta”. The regatta was established in 2011 by the Italian
Naval League section of Brindisi to remember twenty years later, the massive Albanian migration in 1991 and the
welcome that the people of Brindisi could offer spontaneously. The "First Achievement Trophy" is awarded to the firstranked boat in real time to symbolize, with a prize, the generosity that the city demonstrated in those years, confirming
an ancient vocation, typical of seaside towns and southern Italy in particular.

e)

Adriatic Sailing and Meeting 4-9.7.2019

From 4 to 9 July, the South East Italian Fleet and the dependent Squadron of the Northern Gulf of Taranto (Luciano
Sambogna SQCP), participated with two crews in the 3rd edition of the Italian Croatia sailing of Rotarian friendship
and the Fleet Meeting in Biograd (HR), of which it has already been told in a specific article by the ICSA Adriatic
Coordinator Vincenzo Rinaldi.

f)

Rodi Garganico 20.7.2019

The South-East Italian Fleet - Molise-Gargano Squadron, participated, in collaboration with the Italian Naval League, in
the seventh edition of the "Regata dei Trabucchi" that connects the city of Manfredonia to that of Rodi Garganico, and
sees the stretch of sea path at night. Departure of the event, which is part of the "Grande slam del Gargano" circuit,
which the rowers are increasingly fond of and which contributes along with many other events, to the enhancement of
the territory and the culture of the sea, Friday 19 July, at 8 pm; a journey of about 50 nautical miles in which the 17
boats entered juggled the holes of wind, which characterize the Gargano coast, but at the same time exciting for all the
participants, who lived the nuances of the dawn at the first light of day.
Particular edition for the collaboration of Rotaty Club and IYFR (Rotarian mariners) ready to launch the message of
"free plastic water" to raise public awareness on the issue of sea conservation. The Lega Navale of Manfredonia of the
president Luigi Olivieri with the Marina of Rodi Garganico and his patron Marino Masiero, are proud to carry on this
beautiful project that is destined to grow in 2020. "Team work always pays off even more when you organize events
able to give visibility to a unique territory like the Gargano promontory ”. Meanwhile, thanks to the attention and charm
that this event holds, next year will become the "Adriatic Sea Race", that is the most exciting race is difficult in the
Adriatic ".
Participants include the Mariner Francesco Paolo Di Carlo; a special award was presented by the Vincenzo Rinaldi
Fleet Commodore

g) Adriatic cup 23-25.8.2019
The nautical club Porta d'Oriente, whose patron Giuseppe Danese, formerly F2 World Champion and member of the
Italian South East Fleet of IYFR, has organized, in collaboration with the World Motorboating Union and the Italian
Motor Boating Federation, the World Powerboat of F2; the event has become an unmissable event of the summer in
Puglia and of the calendar of the Brindisi summer season, started for the events related to the sea with the Trophy Coni
on 11 July. This year, in addition to the F2 race cars and the F4 boats, the competition also saw challenge young people
in the Italian GT15 Formula Junior Elite Championship - Trophy Foresti & Suardi.
To the world competition over 800 foreign athletes, 25 participating nations including Lithuania, Norway, Portugal,
United Arab Emirates, Finland with over 60 teams.
And it does not end here, because Brindisi is also a city of culture and on Saturday 24 took place the highly anticipated
concert "Emozioni", donated by the Danese family to the city, with the interpretations of Gianmarco Carroccia,
flanked on stage by Maestro Mogol who also has told anecdotes and stories of the unforgettable singer and songwriter
Lucio Battisti.

h) Santa Maria di Leuca 31.8 – 1.9.2019
On the last weekend of August a vessel of the Central Adriatic Fleet, "Blue Rose", passing through Santa Maria di
Leuca (LE), provided an opportunity for the South Italian Fleet Commodore to hold a meeting in friendship
remembering the common participation in the sailing Italy - Croatia.

